Pablo Cabado
Four Photographs
By María Carolina Baulo

Pablo Cabado, Guggenheim Fellowship recipient in 2002, was born in Buenos Aires,
Argentina in 1963. At seventeen he moved with his family to Mexico City and at the
age of twenty he started studying photography. Once a professional, in 1989 he wins
the award Young Photographer of the Year, International Center of Photography
(New York, USA). Between 1990 and 1997 he works in a special project related with
Cuba, a country he will constantly visit and actually live in La Habana for some
time. During 1992 he lives in France for a short period of time. His work has been
exhibited in the U.S., France, Italy, The Netherlands, Cuba, Mexico and Argentina
among others.

All photographs taken with Calumet C 8x10 camera and Rodenstock Sironar N 300mm f5,6 (only Neon
Lights was taken with Toyo Field 4x5 camera and schneider 150mm f5,6 lens). Film used: Kodak Tri x
Pan. Negatives processed on Jobo ATL 2200 with HC110 Developer, and scanned using Drum Scanner
Screen DTS 1030AI. Printed on Epson 7890, Paper Hanhemulle Bamboo
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Olympic Pool. Parque Sarmiento, Buenos Aires, Argentina 2007
Natural light coming from the windows
Exposure on Tri x film ISO 200
f32.5 45sec
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Rollercoaster. Italpark, Mar del Plata, Buenos Aires, Argentina 2007
Natural light at 7pm
Exposure on Tri x film ISO 200
f32 60sec
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Neon Lights. Buenos Aires, Argentina 2006
Natural light at 6pm
Exposure on Tri x film ISO 320
f32.5 90sec
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YPF. Dolores, Buenos Aires, Argentina. 2008
Natural light at 8.30pm
Exposure on Tri x film ISO 800
f32 90sec
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Pablo Cabado belongs to a generation of artists where
the production of images wasn´t as simple as it could be
today with the new digital technologies that immediately
assist us in an insuperable way. His work relates more with
the technical procedures and the delicate work at the lab,
revealing the images and making the copies. Large format
is his personal choice because he focuses in reproducing
reality in the most reliable way; becoming an authentic
medium communicating what´s happening around and
avoiding any unnecessary interference with the purity of
the image. Searching for that minimum of manipulation,
the artist chooses not to exaggerate while using tools such
as Photoshop or any digital corrections he could easily display with a computer. It is crystal clear that any photographer, when choosing the image to photograph, is editing
in his mind and making a selection, but here the artist specifically tries not to complete his work producing the final
images as a digital collage which erases the power of that
images the camera captured originally. Large format film
is the right choice for this purpose, especially 4”x5” and
8x10 inches because they produce a final copy of extreme
quality. The 20x25cm negatives are also important because
they contribute to freeze that piece of reality as less manipulated as possible. The artist is also keen of the large viewer
which allows the composition of the image to be more precise and well studied; it also allows working with the subtle
details to obtain an exquisite final product. Nevertheless,
he is deeply versed in digital photography and highlights
the difficulties of choosing a large format camera in terms
of costs, long periods of exposition and composition as
well as the revealing process. Still, in his own words, “digital photography can never be compared with the plate”.
Pablo Cabado is interested in visiting strange, mysterious
places and that is something related with his craft because
photography always guided him through unexplored roads.
That is how he discovers amazing things which seemed to
be easy for anyone to see but in fact they are hidden. Since
2006, the artist develops a project he is still working on,
taking pictures mainly in the Province de Buenos Aires.
Generally buildings and public places such as the Olympic
swimming pool in the Sarmiento´s Park; the Trelew airport - scenario of the massacre of Trelew, one of the most
dramatic situations that took place in that city during the
last military government in Argentina-; the Italpark rollercoaster in Mar del Plata, an old YPF gas station and images
of the pathetic Caseros jail, just to mention a few. Places
which refer to a local argentinean story that the artist wants
to immortalize with “a certain melancholy of my own…”
An interesting way to understand his working procedure
is looking at the serie of photographs taken at an abandon
Park in Mar del Plata, theme of his latest artist book. Pablo
Cabado works alone: he takes his car and starts searching
for places he could fall in love with and sometimes it happens, like with this serie, that trying to find a rollercoaster
for his pictures, someone sent him to this old, lost in time
park. While talking with the keeper and showing interest

in that mysterious world and the people living in it, the
artist gained their confidence and started visiting them
on regular basis for almost two years. The most important
characteristic of his work is the role played by human relationships because the image is clear from that fraternal
bond between the actors. That is one of the reasons why he
travels alone with the company of his equipment, connected with his essence and trying not to invade other people’s
lives but on the contrary, trying to establish certain empathy which allows him to approach them in their daily activities and capture those images. Unthinkable universes,
anecdotes which don’t show at first sight become the soul
of his photographs; surprising stories found in the most
unexpected places create the perfect context for his art to
emerge. The experience of travelling and living in different
countries and different cultures nurtured and influenced
his working techniques. And that importance of that connection he creates between people, shows even when there´s
no human presence in some pictures; we can feel that presence because every element of that scene photographed
exists because of the people who inhabits it every day.
Pablo Cabado works with complete series and always tell
us a story: “I have an idea or find a place where I´m interested
in working at, and I start visiting that place and producing;
that would be the initial sequence”. But that isn´t enough,
we should add his profound knowledge of the technique
and especially light. The type of light he uses becomes the
absolute fundament to start working on the images; then
he lets it flow and see what comes out of the experience.
He has many and very interesting series he worked on
along his career. He exhibited his photographs in several
individual and collective shows, International Museums
(ICP - International Center of Photography, New York, US;
Museum of Modern Art, Mexico City; Mamba - Museum
of Modern Art, Buenos Aires, Argentina; Fototeca Cuba,
La Havana, Cuba; Centro Cultural Santo Domingo, Mexico
City; San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco,
US, among others) and important private galleries between
1990-2011. He also received the Mother Jones Award (US,
1990), the Scholarship for the Artistic Creativity by Antorchas Foundation (Argentina, 1994); Scholarship by the National Arts Fund (Argentina, 1999), Grand Honor Award,
Visual Arts National Salon (Argentina, 2000) and the abovementioned John Simon Guggenheim Fellowship (US, 2002).
Pablo Cabado has no interest in loosing energy thinking about the future, he never speculates with the art sales
possibilities or the exhibitions where his series might be
presented. With low profile and an attitude that permanently searches for challenges and surprises, the artist
thinks in terms of quality and how to capture the results
of his work in the production of the artist´s book, a crucial and fundamental goal these days; he already published two books: 37°57’35”S 57°34’49”W and Laminares.
The artists lives and works in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Here we have four images of that impeccable work of art.
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